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Abstract: In 2019, the machine manufacturer HSM presented a forwarder prototype for timber
hauling in cut-to-length processes fitted with a new 10-wheel triple-bogie (TB) setup approach
aimed at promoting sustainable forest management by reducing the ecological impact of forest
operations, especially under soft-soil working conditions. The purpose of our study was to assess
the resulting soil-protection effect emerging from additional wheel-contact surface area. For this,
the rut development under known cumulative weight, related to the soil conditions of shear strength
and moisture content, was recorded for later comparison. Additional terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
was used to generate a multi-temporal digital terrain model (DTM) in order to enhance the data
sample, assess data quality, and facilitate visualization of the impact of local disturbance factors.
In all TB configurations, a rut depth of 10 cm (5.8–7.2 cm) was not exceeded after the hauling of a
reference amount of 90 m3 of timber (average soil shear strength reference of 67 kPa, volumetric water
content (VMC) 43%). Compared to a reference dataset, all observed configurations ranked in the
lowest-impact machine categories on related soil stability classes, and the configuration without bogie
tracks revealed the highest machine weight to weight distribution trade-off potential.

Keywords: forest operation; forwarder; cut-to-length; soft soil; soil protection; rut depth; TLS data

1. Introduction

Since the introduction of larger machines in forestry, their effect on the environment has been
a continuously debated topic. Soil protection is a particular point of concern [1]. With increased
awareness and defined restrictions, the surrounding conditions for forest work have become more
important, as global warming forces forestry contractors to work under suboptimal conditions outside
the frost period [2]. This has also started to affect regions that historically could rely on frozen soils
in certain time periods during the year [3,4]. Normally, workers would interrupt harvesting during
unsuitable weather conditions but with the increasing absence of good working conditions, amplified
by high machine costs, they must continue their work for economic reasons [5]. In order to continue
supplying timber with a tolerable ecological impact in the context of sustainable forest management
(SFM), different machine designs, that are further described below, are gaining interest, in addition to
such operational solutions as the intense use of brush mats to reduce soil impact [6].

When machine configurations without bogie tracks are discussed, the enlargement of the soil
contact area is generally divided into three main machine configuration-related solutions with different
soil protection effects: the number of tires on the machine (effect 55%), the air pressure in the tires (35%),
and the tire width (10%) [7]. The use of a low tire-pressure machine setup, along with the number of
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tires, is a particularly suitable approach [8–10]. However, the resulting change in machine weight must
always be kept in mind as a trade-off parameter [2].

Other basic trends to achieve a high soil-protection effect are the use of bogie tracks [11] or a
switch to a tracked undercarriage of the machine. A possible extension of the bogie axle length should
also be noted here [12,13]. Specially designed machines for soft soil conditions such as the Elliator [14]
or the Ponsse “OnTrack” prototype [15] are existing examples of tracked forwarder setups.

With the now common switch from 6- to 8-wheeled machines, the addition of another pair
of wheels seems a logical development. Hence, also 10-wheeled forwarder setups are not a new
development per se [2], and several variants have already been tested with proven positive effects.

One such market-available solution is provided by Ponsse with its “10w setup”. Based on the
Wisent, Elk, and Buffalo forwarder model types, the larger carriage designed models have the option to
vertically adjust a third pair of wheels at the rear axle of the machine, whereas the wheel of the lighter
model remains in a fixed position [16]. One three-axle bogie, or triple-bogie (TB), solution considers
the trade-off between the energy efficiency of the machine and the friction, in terms of machine-soil
interaction, resulting in the invention of a new rocker design of the bogie axle that only uses the
maximum contact surface of the additional pair of wheels at higher torque requirements and thus only
when needed [17,18].

Another solution has recently been developed by “Hohenloher Spezial Maschinenbau GmbH”
(HSM) with its TB system. This 10-wheeled forwarder setup is based on a HSM 208F 10 t machine [19]
and provides the option to be used either with specially designed bogie tracks for extremely soft soil
conditions or with low pressurized “BigFoot” tires with three actively driven wheels.

To compare the resulting soil protection effect of different machinery, an assessment method is
needed. There are various approaches to evaluating the impact of a forest machine on sensitive soils [20].
The first methodological option consists of calculation-based estimations, e.g., by determining the
nominal ground pressure (NGP) of a forest machine [21]. Furthermore, more accurate calculations
such as the mean maximum pressure (MMP) [22] of a certain machine can be included in order to
derive the soil impact from calculated machine characteristics. Dynamic local tire-soil effects make this
approach not only very difficult to implement, but also potentially inaccurate under certain conditions
(ibid.), with the necessary input data sometimes hard to acquire [20].

Another possibility is to measure the impact of the machine in describing the soil characteristics,
e.g., with the bulk-density change over time during the harvest operation [22–25]. The machine
impact can thereby be distinguished between shearing effects caused by traction loss and direct
compaction [26], both of which lead to ruts in the driving lanes. As the bulk density cannot be visually
observed in the field and does not explain technical accessibility, guidelines for practical use focus on
the visually detectable rut depth and its shape, related to previously described soil parameters [27].

Related research uses various methods of describing and measuring this rut expression. For fast or
larger area observations, it can be separated by classes, where the rut depths or the moved soil volumes
have been determined visually [28,29], with photogrammetric methods (such as an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV)-based evaluation method [30]), or have been measured with a traditional terrestrial or
newer portable laser scanners [26,31,32]. To achieve a higher resolution for the comparison of different
machine types, other studies have manually recorded the rutting development [33] and checked its
correlation to the cumulative weight consisting of machine weight, load weight, equipment weight,
and the number of transits [2,34–36]. Because manual measurements are very labor-intensive [31],
combined approaches have been developed using close-range photogrammetry and multi-temporal
digital terrain models (DTM) to measure the rut developments with higher resolution [8,37,38].
This method has already been successfully used with additional consideration of the number of
machines passes with known impact weight, thus offering additional possibilities of data recording
and evaluation [8,38,39].

In such evaluations, it is important to record the related soil parameters as influencing factors [20,40].
Soil parameters that can be used to rank soil stability are shear strength (τ) [2,38,40], penetration
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resistance, or E-module [41]. Shear-strength classification may have higher replicability and objectivity
compared to the cone penetrometer test for determining penetration resistance [42].

A remaining problem with soil characterization using the cone penetrometer is the occurrence of
skeletal content, which can influence the reliability of the data [35]. A similar effect may arise during
manual measurements with a lower number of sample points caused by the root system of the trees [36].
Nevertheless, both measuring setups are regarded as common and reliable techniques to characterize
physical soil parameters [40] and are also used in combination [23]. The related (volumetric) soil
moisture content and the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) or similar soil type description is
valuable additional information as they both directly influence the soil characteristics [20].

Based on the previously mentioned methodological elements, applications for comparing the rut
depth development of multiple different machines do exist [36,42], which can be used to rate our own
results. In one mentioned application [36], the rutting development of different forwarder bogie-track
setups were manually recorded on flat terrain during the hauling process under predominantly soft
soil conditions. For this, a Valmet 860.4 base machine was equipped with different bogie-track types.
To illustrate the overall impact on the skid trails, the cumulative weights (consisting of machine
weight, load weight, and the weight of the bogie tracks) of each variant were recorded. Furthermore,
the respective soil conditions were documented in order to classify soil conditions by shear strength in
three classes [36] (Table 1).

Table 1. “Sachsenforst” reference soil stability classes for the Leipzig region (Wermsdorfer Wald) for
mean soil characteristic values [36].

Soil Stability
Class Description Mean Shear Strength τ

[kPa]
Mean Volumetric Soil Moisture

Content (VMC) [%]

SC1 Less sensitive soils 124 39
SC2 Sensitive soils 91 46
SC3 Very sensitive soils 67 48

The soil moisture ranges were then used to cluster the data as a further common influence
factor [20,33,41,43,44].

This following study investigates the newly developed HSM TB system configurations with
regards to their rutting effects on predominantly very sensitive soil conditions. It is therefore compared
with existing 8-wheel and bogie-track setups from direct measurements and additional reference data
available for similar soil conditions. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) data will be used to visualize
small-scale influences that may distort rutting effects and to directly support the selected manual
measurement setup, including data-quality assessment and additionally recorded samples.

2. Materials and Methods

The study was performed in Saxony, Germany, near the cities of Tharandt (50.94◦ N, 13.49◦ E) and
Schönheide (50.47◦ N, 12.51◦ E), in two field trials and in combination with a pre-test that was made
to test the functionality of the machine setup and to assess the applicability of the study layout [45].
In the second campaign (Schönheide), a further developed machine setup was finalized to be tested.
All measurements were taken in springtime to guarantee high soil water saturation. The selection of
the testing areas was based on an assumed soil stability classified as B3 of the Saxonian soil protection
guideline: “Trafficability is severely limited by weather conditions” [46], which makes it comparable
with the requirements of the additional reference data [36]. The measurement points (Figure 1) were
selected inside forest stands on different, existing skid trails that had initially no visible soil disturbance
from previous timber hauling or harvesting operations that had been carried out several years earlier.
To observe a rut deepening effect, soil stress was then provoked by multiple passes over the area of
interest with a loaded machine in a straight line while the changes were recorded (Table 2). For the
layout documentation, the measuring points were named according to the tested machine configuration
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(1–4), the recording type when multiple methods were used (a: TLS; b: manual), the recording cycle
(A, B), and the consecutive number of measuring points per setup (e.g., 1a_A1).
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Table 2. Overview of the data recording sites for the rut-depth evaluation.

Tharandt (Saxony, GER) Schönheide (Saxony, GER)

Recording Date 3–6 April 2018 5–11 April 2019

Manual Measurements X X

Terrestrial Laser
Scanning (TLS)
Measurements

X -

Soil Type [48] Stagnosol Gleysol, Cambisol

Soil Compartments of
the Predominant Soil

Type [49]

Sand
[%]

Silt
[%]

Clay
[%]

Skeletal
Comp.

[%]

Sand
[%]

Silt
[%]

Clay
[%]

Skeletal
Comp.

[%]

Soil Horizon
[max. depth]

I [12 cm] 20 40 40 10.5 I [8 cm] 64.6 26.8 9.6 23.3

- - - - - II [15 cm] 57.9 32.5 9.6 31.8

II [30 cm] 8.8 48.6 42.6 17.9 III [27 cm] 55.8 33.6 10.6 23.9

- - - - - IV [51 cm] 55.0 35.0 10.0 35.6

III [60 cm] 21.7 54.6 23.7 80.0 V [75 cm] 56.3 32.4 11.4 46.1

In advance of the trials, the selected sample points were cleared of organic litter to reveal the
mineral soil. Shear strength and moisture content were then determined with six measurements in a
1 m2 area around the sample point on the assumed driving lane directly in advance of the measurements
(Figure 1), which defines the minimum, longitudinal sample point spacing. The data were collected
manually with a shear-strength meter (varying depth of mainly 15 cm) and a time-domain reflectometry
(TDR) probe to determine soil moisture as volumetric water content (VMC) with 20 cm-long probe forks.

To measure the rut depth, the vertical distance between the horizontal rope (Figure 1) was
taken after each pass of the machine for at least 10 passes. The deepest point in the middle of the
lane (inner 2.5 cm range) was measured for each sample point during the “Tharandt” measurement
campaign and at the highest point in the middle of the lane during the second measurement campaign
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“Schönheide”. This change of measurement principle promised smaller disturbances for the second
measurement setup.

To create a multi-temporal DTM that is further used to enhance the data collected by manual
measurements, a FARO Focus 3D X330 terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) was positioned outside the lane of
the skid trail at four measurement points during the “Tharandt” campaign. With this setup, a scan of
each measuring point was made after every second pass of the machine in the frequency [1,3,5,7,9,11]
for the measurements 1a and [2,4,6,8,10] for the measurements 2a (see also Table 3).

Table 3. Overview of the collected data according to different machine configuration setups.

Machine
Configuration

Number
Configuration Description

No. of Measuring
Points (TLS

Datasets)

Related Machine
Weight with

Tracks and (Load)
[t]

No. of Passes for
90 m3 (Cumulative

Weight)
Location

1 (1a TLS, 1b
manual data) Triple-bogie incl. tracks 2 (2) 21.9 + 8.8 (+13) 1a:7 (305.9),

1b:6 (262.2)
Tharandt

(Saxony, GER)

2 (2a TLS, 2b
manual data)

Triple-bogie high tire air
pressure (3 bar) (BigFoot) 2 (2) 21.9 (+13) 6 (209.4) Tharandt

(Saxony, GER)

3 Triple-bogie low tire air
pressure (BigFoot) 7 21.9 (+10.8) 7 (228.9) Schönheide

(Saxony, GER)

4
8-wheeled reference machine
(HSM 208F 710 mm-high tire

pressure (3.5 bar))
3 16.9 (+10.8) 7 (193.9) Schönheide

(Saxony, GER)

The sample point validity of the evaluated manual data series was defined by an upper limit
of a mean shear strength of 80 kPa out of six measurements, to focus on the average soil sensitivity
range of 67 kPa on the fully manually recorded measuring points [36]. For the TLS measurements,
the higher shear-strength data series of the directly related measurement points remained in the study
as the samples are drawn in a continuous manner, cannot be separated, and are thus part of the
measurement principle.

To compare the TLS data with the manual measurements, the changes in rut geometry over
time were calculated. The first scan without impact was regarded as the initial situation. For each
subsequent scan, the absolute difference from the initial situation was calculated in z-direction with
a 6-kNN algorithm for the scan points using the cloud distance functionality of “CloudCompare”
open-source software (Version 2.11 beta (Anoia)) and stored as a scalar field.

The data samples for evaluation were then taken as a longitudinally oriented segment for both
lanes on the skid trail, covering the deepest point of the lane. As the visibility and the point density
of the laser scan lose resolution with increasing distance from the scanning center, the sample length
(Figure 2) was visually estimated to be reliable on a 7.8 m length of observation. The sample width of
20 cm ensured a positioning in the main center of the lane, thus allowing lateral machine movement
without influencing the measurement point.
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The technical equipment investigated is a TB axle designed by HSM as a modular system to be
used in exchange with a conventional bogie axle.

The total length of the bogie axle is 4528 mm (Figure 3) and is connected to the machine at the
angle point of the center of the middle wheel and is thus mounted without suspension and not as a real
bogie functionality setup. All wheels are actively driven and thus allow the use without bogie tracks
and high traction values at the same time. The machine is designed to be equipped with “BigFoot”
tires (Firestone 54 × 37.00 − 25, 940 mm [50]), but with the option to switch to lower tire widths.
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Figure 3. Schematic presentation of the Forwarder2020 base machine with the TB-BigFoot
configuration [19].

Without bogie tracks, the TB axle setup has a determined weight of 21.9 t, including other
prototype components, such as the enhanced hydraulic setup for energy recovery [51], that were
installed on the machine. The definite weight of the series machine is therefore expected to be lower
than the prototypes tested in this study and is more likely to approach the listed and communicated
manufacturer’s weight of 16 t [52].

An additional component of the machine is the specially produced bogie track for soft soil
conditions. Clark TXL 150 TerraXlite bogie tracks were used with a special design to fit BigFoot tires.
They were used in a symmetric design on the TB axle (width: 1345 mm, weight: 5740 kg) and in an
asymmetric design on the front axle (width: 1175 mm, weight: 3058 kg).

The measurements were carried out with different machine setups. The TB prototype was tested in
three different configurations: with the use of bogie tracks, with the standard tire pressure (also suitable
for the use of tracks), and with a lowered tire pressure to achieve further soil protection effects. Table 3
shows all configurations, the number of collected datasets, and the measuring location.

The low tire pressure setup tested in this study was that specified in the user’s manual as the
lowest tire pressure configuration authorized for this machine setup without specially designed rims.
One manufacturer’s concern in this setup was related to the middle tire of the axle. As load peaks
were expected when the machine passes over an obstacle without suspending the middle wheel, they
advised that the pressure should stay above 2.1 bar. The final tire pressure setup is shown in Figure 4.
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To compare the machine’s behavior with conventional setups, an HSM 208F 10 t 8-wheeled
forwarder, equipped with standard 710/45-26.5 tires with 3.5 bar tire pressure, was also observed.
The base weight of this machine was 16.9 t [53].

In addition to the configuration setup, the machine carried a common load, defined as “just below”
the stanchion height of the machine when equally loaded. The respective weight was measured by
weighing small bundles of logs that were choked with a sling and lifted with the forwards crane to
which a mobile crane scale was attached. The mobile crane scales that were used have an accuracy of
at least 10 kg per load under static conditions. The loads used were thus 13,010 kg (15.7 m3, 46 logs)
for the Tharandt dataset and 10,750 kg (12.9 m3, 36 logs) for the Schönheide dataset.

All datasets were evaluated with the statistic software R [54]. Due to the high number of samples
in some data series, the normality assumption was assumed as given. For lower n-cases, a visual
assessment followed by a Shapiro-Wilk test was performed. For the data series comparison of the
different measuring setups, the data series were described by the measured shear strength and soil
moisture, and a comparison of the rut depth at referenced 90 m3 hauled timber was conducted. To prove
the significance of different groups, an exact Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test without p-value correction
was made.

3. Results

3.1. Data Quality Assessment of the Manual Rutting Development Measurements with TLS
Data Enhancement

Figure 5 visualizes the TLS data for the optical recognition of small-scale influence parameters
and the homogeneity of the data points. In Section 2a (Figure 5), the shadowing effect of the sidewise
scanner setup is visible. The depth-value histogram of the 11th pass of the machine still shows a left
skewed data series, supporting the theory that there is seemingly still no influence of the data quality
on the validity of the data, and no higher value recordings are missing.
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Within series 1a, the deepening effect changes locally in both visualizations but seems to have a
higher expression in the 1a_A4 data series. The 2a_B4 series also shows a region of higher soil stability
but is combined with extreme rut depths in the same lane and so displays a high inhomogeneity of the
measurement point.

Figure 6 illustrates the TLS and manual data quality in direct comparison for two measuring points.
Negative values are caused by local warping effects and objects that moved on the scan surface area.
As in Figure 5, the variation of the two measuring points under the same soil types with comparable
soil conditions is visible. The manual datasets and the TLS results thereby show the same tendencies
towards deepening on the related measurement points but with a higher linearity in the TLS data.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 18 
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Figure 6. TLS results (red line, pass no: 1,2,3,5,7,9,11) of the measuring points (a) A1 (n = 12, τ = 61
kPa, sdτ = 15 kPa, VMC = 43%, sdVMC = 1.1%) and (b) A4 (n = 12, τ = 58 kPa, sdτ = 24 kPa,
VMC = 46%, sdVMC = 5.6%), showing the related rutting effect on point 1a_A1 (∆zmean pass 7 = 3.79 cm,
sdpass 7 = 4.21 cm, SEMpass 7 = 0.01 cm (0.3% ), 1a_A4 (∆zmean pass 7 = 8.01 cm, sdpass 7 = 4.56 cm,
SEMpass 7 = 0.01 cm (0.2%)) and the associated manual data (blue, dashed line, pass no: 1–11, 1b_A1
(n = 6 × 11, ∆zmean pass 7 = 2.83 cm, sdpass 7 = 3.13 cm, SEMpass 7 = 1.28 cm (45%)) 1b_A4 (n = 6 × 11,
∆zmean pass 7 = 8.58 cm, sdpass 7 = 4.02 cm, SE pass 7 = 1.64 cm (19%))).

Table 4 provides an overview of all data collected. At 76 kPa, the soil strength value of the
2a machine configuration lies 20% above the next comparable data series and is characterized by a
relatively high mean shear strength value. The related dataset of manual measurements (2b) shows a
lower mean value of 53 kPa and so focuses more on softer soil conditions. All other measurement
point characterizations lie within the targeted range of soil classification.
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Table 4. Data description of the measuring point characteristics (TSL points and related soil
characteristics) characteristics in combination with machine configurations.

Machine
Configuration

Number

Measuring
Point Name or

Count of
Points

Number
of Sample

Points

Number of
Observations

TLS

Related Shear
Strength [kPa]

Incl. (n, sd)

Related Soil
Volume Moisture
Content [%] Incl.

(n, sd)

1a A1, A4 12 2.03 m 63 (68, 24) 43.2 (70, 5.8)
1b 4 (count) 16 - 58 (98, 20) 45.3 (94, 5.7)
2a B1; B4 12 0.57 m 76 (72, 27) 44.3 (71, 7.7)
2b 3 (count) 6 - 53 (36, 18) 48.8 (36, 5.4)
3 7 (count) 29 - 55 (168, 20) 38.3 (168, 8.9)
4 3 (count) 23 - 54 (138, 22) 34.2 (138, 9.0)

The results of the mean rut-depth development after each pass of the machine, and so the
configuration characteristics and the machine behavior on the different machine setups (as described
in Table 3), are visualized in Figure 7; Figure 8. Figure 7 shows the rut-depth development with the use
of bogie tracks and without bogie tracks set with 3-bar tire pressure for the Tharandt measurement
site. In Figure 8, the datasets collected in Schönheide are visualized. These series show the values of
manual measurements of the TB setup related to the lower tire pressure adopted and the results of the
8-wheeled reference machine. Concerning the data quality of these manual measurement series, no
issues are visible.
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Figure 7. Rut-depth development data of TLS and manual measurements for each pass of the
triple-bogie configuration (a) with bogie tracks and (b) without bogie tracks; the mean of the series
values are visualized as a red line for the TLS data (row 1a left (n = 2.03 m), row 2a (right, n = 0.57 m))
and for all valid manual measurements as a dashed blue line (row 1b ((a), n = 16 × 11) and row 2b
((b), n = 6 × 11)).
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Figure 8. Rut-depth development data of manual measurements for each pass of the (a) triple-bogie
configuration with lowered tire air pressure and (b) the results of the reference machine; the mean of the
series values are visualized as a dashed blue line (row 3 ((a), n = 29 × 11) and row 4 ((b), n = 23 × 11)).

3.2. Comparison of Machine Setups

To enable a comparison of the different machine setups, the rutting effect is shown for all setups at
a reference point of 90 m3 of timber hauled (Figure 9). As the loads and the machine configurations
differ between the setups, the soil-stress level varies according to the reference weights listed in Table 3.
The TLS dataset reference was changed due to the scanning layout being performed every second time.
Therefore, the closest number of passes was missing and was substituted by the next higher value,
representing 91 t of load.

The normality assumption was not rejected for all tested manual datasets (Shapiro-Wilk test
p < 0.05), but the according qqPlots showed additional anomalies. The following group comparison
(Wilcoxon Rank-Sum) shows that the groups differ significantly (p < 0.05). Table 5 shows the
p-values of the pairwise comparison of all valid data series. In contrast to the Tharandt machine
configurations, where no directly significant difference of rut expression on the same testing area is
given, the Schönheide data series shows significant differences on the same testing area.
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Figure 9. Machine setup comparison incl. the visualization of the mean value (triangle) and the median
(horizontal line) of the tracked machine (TLS data: 1a (∆zmean = 5.8 cm for 7 passes)), manual data:
1b (∆zmean = 5.5 cm), 2: Triple-bogie (TB) with 3 bar tire air pressure (∆zmean = 7.2 cm), 3: Triple-bogie
with low tire pressure setup (∆zmean = 2.1 cm), 4: 8-wheeled reference machine (∆zmean = 4.3 cm),
clustered by soil types (location 1, blue: τmean = 53–63 kPa, VMCmean = 43–48%; location 2, green:
τmean = 54–55 kPa, VMCmean = 34–38%).

Table 5. p-Value table output from the exact Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test for group comparison (p = 0.05)
for the different machine setups: 1a: Triple-bogie (TB) with tracks (TLS data), 1b: Triple-bogie with
tracks (manual data), 2: Triple-bogie 3-bar tire pressure, 3: Triple-bogie adapted tire pressure, 4: 8-wheel
reference machine. The grey background clusters the different soil types for direct comparison without
measuring-site classification.

1a (TB Tracks,
TLS)

1b (TB Tracks,
Man.)

2 (TB High
Pressure)

3 (TB Low
Pressure)

1b (TB tracks, man.) 0.911 - - -
2 (TB high pressure) 0.471 0.416 - -
3 (TB low pressure) 0.000 0.010 0.021 -
4 (8-wheeled, 710) 0.275 0.520 0.205 0.024

4. Discussion

A rut-depth limit of 10 cm was introduced as a basic benchmark for rating the soil impact similar
to the fundamental soil-impact warning threshold for forest operations used in other studies [55].
Within this threshold, soil impairments (soil life, decomposing organic matter, germination capacity of
tree seeds, rooting capacity, and soil structure for drainage) start to occur, but in a reversible manner of
potential natural regeneration. This is necessary as basic guidance for a potential sustainable forest
operation. Above this value, irreversible destruction of soil functionalities can be assumed [27]. In this
regard, all examined machine setups fulfilled this requirement for a reference amount of 90 m3 timber
hauled, indicating that they are suitable for use on related soil conditions.

To enable a direct comparison of the recorded absolute values with those of the reference data [36],
our own reference machine results (Configuration 4) must be considered. A rut depth of more
than 33.7 cm is expected for the standard setup without bogie tracks [36]. However, Configuration
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4 is characterized by a low mean rut depth of only 4.3 cm. As the shear-strength values of all
recorded data series lie within the defined limits of the reference data [36] for “very sensitive soil
conditions (SC3)”, soil moisture is considered separately to estimate its influence in case of equal
shear-strength classes. With a 29% lower moisture content compared to the valid range of the reference
soil stability class, the dataset of the reference machine is particularly affected by this unexpected
ratio of shear strength to moisture content. It therefore does not fit the expected requirements of the
SC3 site classification in this case. This dataset thus seems to underestimate the results between the
different measurement sites. Even though moisture content should influence the shear-strength value
directly [41], it must be separately taken into consideration. Within the framework used in the reference
study, the “less-sensitive soils (SC1)” class was chosen for the Schönheide datasets because of its
tendency towards lower soil moisture content. The related higher shear strength of the reference soils
in the new class suggests that these classes are related to different soil types. Nevertheless, the systems
can still be compared on this basis as the TB system classification is characterized by higher technical
requirements to avoid soil disturbances than the reference classification.

In this new reference range, the low-pressure TB setup, as the only related TB configuration, is
ranked equally with the best reference machine setup, represented by the 8-wheel Clark Terra-X TXL
150 bogie track equipment with a mean rut depth of 2.2 cm after 90 m3 reference volume.

Furthermore, a significantly better result of the TB low-tire pressure setup compared to the
8-wheeled reference machine (p < 0.05) was observed at this measuring site, which underlines the
consistency of the expected results.

In contrast to the already discussed measurements, those made in Tharandt are completely
classified within the boundaries of the target range of the SC3 soil stability class. The results do not
show any significant variations amongst the different setups of the tracked and high tire pressure
machine configurations.

However, influences or disturbances of the data gathered in Tharandt become evident in the
non-linear rut development of the manually gathered dataset (Figure 6; Figure 7). The manual data
is therefore compared with the additionally collected TLS data to obtain clarity about the behavior.
The occurred effects of the manually gathered data are not visible in the TLS data and thus seem to be
either related to the manual measurement principle or are very locally expressed.

Another observation, visible in both the manual and the TLS data, is the difference in mean
rut-depth development between the comparable measuring points 1a_A1 and 1a_A4. In the additional
visual assessment of the multi-temporal DTMs (Figure 5), in the first (sample 1a_A1), second
(sample 1a_A4), and especially the fourth image (sample 2a_B4), disturbances in the soil as areas
with a higher soil stability appear at the beginning and the end of the right track. This also shows a
related deepening effect behind the disturbance point and serves as an example of how the manual
measurements can be both positively and negatively influenced by small- to medium-scale factors
that are part of the machine behavior under real working conditions. The different expression of
these structural changes at the 1a_A4 measuring point compared to the 1a_A1 point might be the
reason for the relatively higher or lower values. As these influences are not obviously visible before
starting measurements and are difficult to quantify without documentation, other studies have relied
on open-area study sites like agricultural or similar areas [2,39,56] where these effects can be avoided.
With a small number of sample points, as for the manual measurements, these expressions lead to
a high variation in the data with a respective high standard error, especially between multiple data
series. With the additional TLS data, the impact of one data point can be reduced, thus helping to raise
the quality of the data and reduce the number of measuring points necessary. In this case, the standard
error of means concerning one whole measurement point (1a/b_A1 with six sample points) was here
reduced from 45% to 0.3%. The comparison of the manual data with the TLS measurements in Figure 5,
the results in Figure 6, and also in view of the multiple frequency peaks underline the fact that, while
one TLS measuring point tends to represent one unknown influenced situation, it does so very precisely.
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With just two repetitions of scans at two sites, the TLS data on its own therefore promises more objective
results on representing a variety of different measurement point characteristics.

After discussing the potential influence parameters of the different measurements sites, a direct
comparison of the Tharandt results with the previous results of the reference study [36] can only
be made with care, as not all parameters of the reference study are known. Assuming comparable
basic conditions in terms of the frequency and intensity of disturbance factors, the results of the
tracked-bogie setup (∆zmean = 5.8 cm/5.5 cm) and the setup without bogie tracks and high tire pressure
(∆zmean = 7.2 cm) would be most closely ranked with the best results of the reference study. This is
represented by the Clark Terra-X TXL 150 bogie-track equipment on the 8-wheeled reference machines
with a mean rut development of ∆zmean = 4.2 cm after 90 m3 of timber hauled. It must be mentioned
that the relatively poor results of the high-pressure TB setup are still ranked within the range of all
listed 8-wheeled bogie-track setups. The TB configuration without bogie tracks is at least an alternative
to the use of 8-wheeled bogie track configurations as the differences in results are very small, even
considering high tire pressure and in relation to track setups. This would confirm the previous
study’s conclusions that 10-wheeled configurations would benefit from less heavy configurations [2].
The lowered tire pressure setup shows a further significant improvement of the non-tracked setups
(p < 0.05). This conclusion must be taken with care, because the respective data series, as previously
discussed, are related to different soil conditions. Although the coherent soil-conservation effect of
lower tire pressure setups was observed [8,10] and was already known from different studies [8,9,57],
this configuration should receive further attention in follow-up studies in direct comparison with other
machines on similar soils and thus direct comparable testing conditions.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the rutting effect of the new HSM triple-bogie system on sensitive soil conditions
was tested. The results show that an at least equally high soil-protection effect is achieved on flat
terrain compared to standard 8-wheeled machines with bogie tracks. Even when no additional bogie
tracks are used on the TB system setup, the results are very promising. In particular, this setup shows
additional potential when optimizing/lowering tire pressure. Due to the diverging soil conditions and
the resulting higher soil stability classes, this effect should receive further attention, especially on soft
soil conditions.

The TLS data was very valuable in this study as it helped minimize the effort of manual data
collection, increased the data quality, and showed additional potential for assessing selected data
samples with the support of multi-temporal digital terrain models. Indeed, apart from measuring soil
characteristics, manual data recording could be fully replaced by the presented longitudinal sample
drawing method.
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